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The Tortoise Burrow
Newsletter of The Gopher Tortoise Council
Message From a Co-Chair

Jess Gonynor McGuire

Happy Spring GTC members! I am happy to report that GTC has been busy working for the
gopher tortoise and its habitat! But first, I would like to thank you all for the honor of being
your new co-chair. I would also like to thank my senior co-chair, Rachael Sulkers, for her
enthusiasm and commitment to GTC (and for hosting a wonderful 2013 meeting). Great
things are happening in GTC due to the continued commitment of our members!
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The second Gopher Tortoise Minimum Viable Population Working Group meeting convened in
March at the Solon Dixon Forestry Education Center in Andalusia, Alabama. The goal of this
meeting was to build upon the work from the first meeting in 2013. Discussions centered on
identifying the number and distribution of protected gopher tortoise populations across the
range. Concerns expressed at the 2013 Gopher Tortoise Council meeting, such as the
importance of small populations, were also addressed. State agencies and partners are
making great strides in documenting tortoise populations. Look for updates on the progress of
this working group on our website and in future newsletters!
The Annual Claxton Rattlesnake and Wildlife Festival in Hagan, Georgia, was a huge success
this year. Members represented GTC with a booth for the third year. Event organizers were
delighted at the turnout which was estimated to be over 18,000! We would like to thank Beth
Schlimm (Upland Snake Conservation Initiative) for not only serving at the booth, but for
creating new upland snake information posters (which will be available soon for download on
our website). Theresa Stratman (Clemson University student) helped create a snake facts
matching game for booth visitors (see photos below and on page 7 and on our Facebook
page). Will McGuire did a great job interacting with the public and showing off a live gopher
tortoise. Our involvement at wildlife events is crucial to our mission.
GTC needs you!!!! Please join us and help make a difference in Gopher Tortoise/Upland
Species Conservation. We are looking for volunteers at every level of GTC, including the Public
Information and Education Committee, Awards Committee, and Upland Snake Conservation
Initiative. Want to use your strengths elsewhere? Is fundraising one of your strengths? We
would love to hear your ideas!
I would like to close by announcing the 2014 36th Annual Gopher Tortoise Council Meeting.
This year’s meeting will be October 16th-18th at Chehaw Park in Albany, Georgia. The meeting’s
theme is “Land Management and Priority Species Conservation.” Be on the lookout for more
information and a call for abstracts in June on our website.
Keep up the good work GTC!

Claxton Rattlesnake and Wildlife FestivalBudding young biologist with Will McGuire looking on

Feature Article

Dusky Gopher Frog
colonize a new breeding
site-John Tupy

Congratulations Dear Friend!

Thank you to our 2013 sponsors

Jess McGuire
and
actor John
Schneider
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FOCUS ON PRIVATE LANDOWNER CONSERVATION EFFORTS
FEATURE ARTICLE

from a press release by Matt Hestad

The following was taken from a press release recognizing long-time GTC member Joe Butler, Jr., as the 2013

Georgia Tree Farmer of the Year!
Over two-thirds of Georgia’s 37 million acres of land are covered by forest land of which 56 percent is owned by
private, non-industrial landowners. Due to the dedication of these landowners to sustainability, the net growth of
the state’s forests has consistently exceeded net removal and the volume of timber is greater now than it was in
the 1930s.
Each year, the Georgia Tree Farm Program, an affiliate of the American Tree Farm System, honors one exceptional
landowner who is a certified tree farmer. At the Georgia Forestry Association’s Annual Conference last July, Joe
Butler, Jr., principal property manager of Forest Lodge Farms LLC, was recognized as the 2013 Tree Farmer of the
Year for his endless commitment to forest stewardship, wildlife management and public education.
“As you visit Forest Lodge Farms, you quickly understand that although timber production is a part of the
management goals, Joe’s passion goes beyond the dollars and cents of timber harvesting,” Georgia Tree Farm
Chairman Tommy Joines said. “The farm serves as a prime example of sustainable forestry through its pristine
condition and is a testament to Joe’s dedication to forest stewardship.”
Forest Lodge Farms is a 1,514-acre Tree Farm located in Camilla, Georgia. The farm is operated as a family-owned
LLC by Joe, brothers Cliff and David Butler, and their wives Brenda, Denise, and Eugenia. The property has been in
the Butler family since 1871 and has officially been a Certified Tree Farm since 1983; however, older records show
Tree Farm signs posted in the 1950’s.
The entire property has been under a permanent Conservation Easement since 2007 under the Georgia Forestry
Commission’s Forest Legacy Program. Joe’s father, Joe Butler, Sr., wanted to ensure the property would be
managed as a working forest in perpetuity. Permitted uses under the easement include timber & wildlife
management, educational uses, tours, and aesthetic management. Development of any sort, conversion of timber
land to agriculture, and the introduction of any invasive plant or animal species are prohibited.
Along with managing the farm, Joe is an active member of several organizations including the Georgia Forestry
Association, the Longleaf Alliance, Forest Landowner Association, Southwest Georgia Prescribed Fire Council, The
Orianne Society, Quail Unlimited, National Wild Turkey Federation, Quality Deer Management Association, and The
Gopher Tortoise Council (of which he is a life-time member!).

Congratulations Joe!

Photo taken from press release by Matt Hestad,
Georgia Forestry Association

.
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contributed by Tom Mann

Mow It and They Will Come!
One aspect of my job that I treasure is the occasional interaction with private citizens who share my enthusiasm
for our native biota. One such person is Cecilia Charles, a dog breeder who moved from New York to
southeastern Mississippi in 2004 where she and her sister, June, reside in a home embedded within a 5-acre
spread of old pasture. Both Cecilia and June have become tortoise enthusiasts.
In 2004 Cecilia mowed a few walking lanes in the overgrown pasture and began attempts to control fire ant
populations. Soon a large adult tortoise showed up. Her property has a few gopher apples and sand post oaks,
but this was never sandhill habitat. In 2007 she found a small dead tortoise on her property and contacted methus began our interaction. A few more adult tortoises materialized on the mown parts of the old pasture, and
she began to see a few hatchling tortoises/burrows, some of which would survive on-site for a few years. The
population is slowly growing from the bottom up, but there are still losses of small juveniles each year and adults
come and go. But Cecilia sees hatchlings each year on this unprepossessing site. Persistent fire ant suppression
may be the key here.
Last year I was investigating a nest on this site from which a hatchling had emerged and found that two of the
three eggs had not produced evidence of any development. As noted in recent GTC state reports, hatching
emergence success is generally low in Mississippi. This is likely due to a combination of reasons-part of which
might be due to inbreeding. I mentioned this to Cecilia who suggested that if we ever came up with a waif male in
need of new digs, to consider her property as a recipient site to augment the gene pool within its small tortoise
colony. We get a steady trickle of waifs (tortoises in inappropriate habitat and of unknown origin) each year, and if
they pass their upper respiratory tract disease (URTD) exposure test, and if there is no suitable habitat locally
from which they may have originated, the Mississippi Dept. of Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks (MDWFP) and the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) try to use these constructively.
This past summer an adult male turned up in Long Beach, remote from tortoise habitat, passed the URTD test,
and a quick consultation between me, Kathy Shelton (MDWFP) and Matt Hinderliter (USFWS) yielded a thumbsup for transfer of the animal to Cecilia’s property. She was elated and on the 16th of July, she, June, and I erected
a temporary enclosure on the site. Cecilia and June have since doubled the size of the enclosure as the tortoise
had worked his bit of pasture pretty hard during our midsummer drought. We will probably remove the fence this
spring. The new male has made close contact with resident females walking along the perimeter of his enclosure
and we hope that will entice him to stay when the fence is removed. This tortoise has the yellow spot condition;
without the midplastral scutes he’d have a half-dollar sized fontanelle through the plastron, like many of his
peers in Mississippi. Story continued on page 4
Figure 1. Cecilia and
June erecting a
temporary
Enclosure

Photos by Tom
Mann
Figure 2. Waif male tortoise with
yellow spot
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Mow it and they will come!

Continued from page 3
A few weeks after the waif tortoise arrived, I took Cecilia and June on a field trip to the Hillsdale tortoise site,
approximately 20 miles to the north, for perusal of more natural tortoise habitat (albeit sandhill, not savanna, like
theirs). This site has an exceptional ratio of young to mature animals. They were so excited and had a much better
notion of overstory/midstory/herbaceous layer ratios which yield good tortoise habitat, and are thinning out
yaupon, and southern red oaks. They’re also fighting the cogon grass moving in from a neighbor’s property.
Cecilia certainly sees more tortoises, and tortoise behavior, than I ever will, sharing a property with them as she
does. She regularly reports to me on their comings and goings. It is possible that her long-term ‘experiment’ with
fire ant suppression may yield useful information regarding the utility of same to tortoise recruitment elsewhere. I
certainly appreciate the efforts of folks like these who go the extra mile to manage their properties so as to
encourage a tortoise presence.

Have you seen these reptiles in Georgia?
Photo Credits: G. Miller, K. Stohlgren

The Georgia Department of Natural Resources (GADNR) is asking the public to report Georgia observations of the following
reptiles pictured below. Eastern Diamondback Rattlesnake (Crotalus adamanteus) (top left), Southern Hognose Snake
(Heterodon simus) (bottom left), Florida Pine Snake (Pituophis melanoleucus mugitus)(top right), and the Spotted Turtle
(Clemmys guttata) (bottom right). These species have been petitioned for listing under the US Endangered Species Act and
GADNR is conducting surveys in order to assess their state status for the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s formal petition
review.
Please email digital photos of observations (alive or dead) to the following project contacts:
Eastern Diamondback: Kevin Stohlgren (sightings@oriannesociety.org)
Pine Snake and Southern Hognose Snake: Dirk Stevenson (sightings@oriannesociety.org)
Spotted Turtle: John Jensen (john.jensen@gadnr.org)
Please include date observed, exact location (GPS coordinates, if possible), and observer’s name.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Gopher Tortoise Council’s
Donna J. Heinrich Environmental Education Grant
The GTC Environmental Education Grant was established to support educators and organizations committed to
developing educational projects about the gopher tortoise and the fascinating world in which it lives. The grant
also honors Donna June Heinrich, an environmental educator, whose life was dedicated to conserving wildlife
and their associated habitats.
Deadline for 2014 applications is August 31st. Applications may be downloaded from our web site
(www.gophertortoisecouncil.org). On the left hand side of the page click “Grants Program” and scroll down after
the grants page loads. Applications which contain the following will be given preference:
· Projects that reach diverse and new audiences.
· Projects that focus on the importance of the conservation of intact upland ecosystems.
· Projects that encourage community involvement.
· Projects that have matching funds.
Please follow the instructions on the grants program page noting the requirements.
For questions contact George L. Heinrich at george@heinrichecologicalservices.com

The J. Larry Landers Student Research Award
The J. Larry Landers Student Research Award is a Gopher Tortoise Council competitive grant program for
undergraduate and graduate college students. Proposals can address research concerning gopher
tortoise biology or any other relevant aspect of upland habitat conservation and management. The
amount of the award is variable, but has averaged $1,000 over the last few years.
The proposal should be limited to four pages in length and should include a description of the project, a
concise budget, and a brief resume of the student.
This is an excellent opportunity for undergraduate and graduate students to access funding for their
projects.
The deadline for grant proposals each year is the 15th of September. Proposals should be submitted
electronically in Word, if possible, and sent to bob.herrington@gsw.edu.

Keep track of Gopher Tortoise news and Council updates!
Find us on-
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FOCUS ON PRIVATE LANDOWNER CONSERVATION EFFORTS continued...
FEATURE ARTICLE

reprinted from the Natural Resources Conservation Service

Teaming up to help the gopher tortoise

by Ciji Taylor

The USDA’s Natural Resources Conservation Service and several federal, state and local organizations are working together to
help landowners create and restore habitat for the gopher tortoise.
Once a thriving population, over-harvesting and loss of habitat has led the gopher tortoise to be federally listed as a threatened
species in the westernmost part of its range and a candidate for listing in the remainder.
Named for its burrowing habits, the gopher tortoise is a keystone species in the Southeastern coastal plains extending from
southeastern Louisiana to southwestern South Carolina. Burrows that can be 10 feet deep and 40 feet long are used by more
than 360 other species and can offer protection from extreme temperatures, predators and fire. For example, the burrow’s
relatively stable temperature helps the eastern indigo snake, a federally threatened species, to survive the winter.
The gopher tortoise is one of seven at-risk species targeted in the NRCS and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Working Lands for
Wildlife partnership. WLFW helps producers make voluntary improvements to their land that benefits wildlife and their
agricultural operations and allow USFWS to provide regulatory predictability.
“Since 80 percent of the gopher tortoise habitat is on private lands, we need more private landowners to enroll in conservation
programs so habitat is available to prevent listing," said Jess McGuire, Georgia Department of Natural Resources biologist. "It’s
my job to offer technical assistance to landowners to help them understand the importance of restoring gopher tortoise habitat
through practices such as prescribed burning, mid-story hardwood removal, and planting longleaf pine."
“These practices encourage the growth of native ground cover, increase biological diversity, while improving property
aesthetics. The programs are not only beneficial for the tortoise but for other wildlife, such as quail” she added.
Through a partnership with NRCS and GADNR, McGuire is one of five biologists that work with NRCS in Georgia. With their
wealth of knowledge on wildlife and gopher tortoises, the biologists are a big help for the NRCS field offices and landowners.
“Landowners, and myself included, learn so much from these biologists. Most of the time the tortoises are underground and go
unseen, so landowners get pretty excited when Jess uses a scope to locate a gopher tortoise in a burrow on their land” said
Vontice Jackson, NRCS district conservationist in Georgia.
One excited landowner is sixth generation Georgian Reese Thompson, who believes it’s his responsibility to help bring back the
state’s natural landscape.
“My mission in life is to restore the habitat the way it was before man got here and changed it,” Thompson said.
Through WLFW, Thompson recently planted 200 acres of longleaf pine and did a controlled burn on 1,000 acres. Controlled
burning helps improve the habitat by maintaining an open canopy and providing diverse ground vegetation – both needed by
the tortoise. He is also restoring native wiregrass, one of the gopher tortoise’s favorite foods, to his land.
A lifetime member of the Gopher Tortoise Council, Thompson is passing on his passion for conservation of land and wildlife to
his children.

Reese Thompson, a Georgia landowner, is using conservation
to improve longleaf pine forests on his land.

Continued on page 7...
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continued from page 7...

“I gave my son and daughter some land, and they enrolled in some wildlife conservation programs. I’m trying to do my part and
helping start the next generation off on the right foot,” he said.
Several different organizations have given financial or technical assistance to Thompson, and he considers this the
contributing factor of successes on his land and in the area.
“If you ever see a gopher tortoise sitting on a fence post, he didn’t get there by himself. I say that because if you see somebody
managing their land right – being good stewards of the land – they didn’t do it themselves. They did it with the help of NRCS,
DNR and other organizations like the Orianne Society and Longleaf Alliance,” Thompson said.
This team effort has made a difference in Georgia. Last year, the state enrolled almost 45,000 acres in conservation practices
to help improve gopher tortoise habitat.
For more information on the gopher tortoise or conservation programs, please visit the NRCS website or your local field office.
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/national/home/?cid=STELPRDB1192392

Prescribed burning helps longleaf pine forests thrive by
reducing competition for longleaf pine trees and generating
fresh understory plants that provide food for gopher tortoises.

More pictures from the Claxton Rattlesnake and Wildlife Festival

GTC Display with Upland Snake posters designed by Beth
Schlimm and “Matching Game” designed by Theresa
Stratman

Beth Schlimm and Will McGuire manning the
GTC/Upland Snake exhibits
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FEATURE ARTICLE

by John Tupy, Western Carolina University

Dusky Gopher Frogs Colonize A New Breeding Site
Dusky (Mississippi) gopher frogs (Rana sevosa) (Figure 1) are genetically distinct from their eastern counterparts
(Rana capito). R. sevosa were historically found west of Mobile Bay along the Gulf coastal plain of western
Alabama, southern Mississippi, and southeastern Louisiana. Although R. capito breeding adults have been
observed migrating multiple kilometers to breeding ponds at multiple sites, data from R. sevosa are limited to
movements of frogs within the one known primary breeding population. This population, located on the Desoto
National Forest, Harrison County, Mississippi, breeds at a single site, "Glen's Pond". Radio-telemetry studies
suggest breeding adults stay close to Glen’s Pond (within 300 meters) and its surrounding uplands when not
breeding. Nearby ponds have been monitored continually since the discovery of the Glen’s Pond site in the early
1980’s and no other dusky gopher frog breeding has been observed in the immediate area. However, on February
27, 2013, male gopher frogs were heard calling at a nearby pond approximately 1.3 km southeast of Glen’s Pond.
This pond, “Pony Ranch Pond”, also located within the Desoto National Forest, contained three R. sevosa egg
masses when surveys were conducted there on February 28, 2013. A temporary drift fence made of silt fencing
was used to capture two female and 6 male gopher frogs exiting the pond. The two female gopher frogs bore
individual marks (PIT, VIA) that indicated they originated at Glen’s Pond. No ID mark was visible on any of the male
frogs. The information collected from capturing the adult females at Pony Ranch Pond allows us to document R.
sevosa migration distances greater than 300 meters and to verify that dusky gopher frogs will colonize newly
improved breeding sites when managed properly.
DeSoto National Forest staff made a number of improvements to Pony Ranch Pond prior to this discovery (Figure
2). Brush and trees were cleared and prescribed fire was used to open up the canopy of the pond and facilitate
the growth of grass and other vegetation R. sevosa needs for egg deposition. Earthwork was done using a
bulldozer and a water retention berm was built that has increased the hydroperiod of the pond by at least three
months.
This recent success in improving a previously unused pond and creating habitat found and used by the endangered
dusky gopher frog is a result of an ongoing partnership between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S. Forest
Service (USFS), Mississippi Department of Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks, USFS Southern Research Station: Harrison
Experimental Forest, Western Carolina University, The Nature Conservancy and other partners belonging to the
Dusky Gopher Frog Recovery Team.

Figure 1. Rana sevosa
Figure 2. Pony Ranch Pond
Photos by John Tupy
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
NOMINATIONS FOR 2014 GTC AWARDS
Every year, the GTC board recognizes significant contributions of those within the Council and larger community for
contributions to our mission of education and conservation of gopher tortoises and their upland habitat through special
awards (described below) presented at our annual meeting. Please send nominations for 2014 awards to
lora.smith@jonesctr.org. We ask that you provide a little background as to why you think this individual is deserving of a
particular award along with your nomination. Thank you for your help!
Gopher Tortoise Council Awards
Distinguished Service Award- presented to those who have consistently offered years of service to the Council.
Lifetime Service Award- presented to individuals whose have devoted a career to service of the Council.
Special Project(s) Award- presented to individuals who have taken the lead or played a major role in special GTC
projects.
Conservation Education Award- given to individuals who have contributed to significant education and outreach
activities relevant to conservation of tortoises and upland habitats. Candidates may be outside the realm of GTC.
Auffenberg and Franz Conservation Award – presented to individuals with life time accomplishments and
organizations with long-term efforts in conserving gopher tortoises and upland ecosystems. We should think broadly in
choosing recipients for this award. The first recipients for this award were Walter Auffenberg and Dick Franz,
presented at the 2003 Annual meeting (our 25th meeting).

New Publications
Hyslop, N.L., J.M. Meyer, R.J. Cooper, and D.J. Stevenson. 2014. Effects of body size and sex of Drymarchon
couperi (Eastern Indigo Snake) on habitat use, movements, and home range size in Georgia. Journal of Wildlife
Management 78 (1):1–11.
Enge, K.M., D.J. Stevenson, M.J. Elliott, and J.M. Bauder. 2013. The historical and contemporary distribution of
the eastern indigo snake (Drymarchon couperi). Herpetological Conservation and Biology 8 (2): 288–307.

GTC NEEDS YOU!
We have several positions available on various GTC committees. Please consider volunteering!
Public Information and Education Committee- Responsible for outreach and developing and distributing
educational materials.
Awards Committee - Solicits nominations for awards recognizing GTC volunteers and others working on behalf of
the gopher tortoise. Maintains lists of candidates and award winners.
Upland Snake Conservation Initiative - Handles inquiries regarding upland snake questions/issues and coordinates
with GTC board and newsletter staff concerning relevant issues.
Questions? Feel free to contact Cyndi Gates at cygates@ufl.edu, Jess McGuire at jgonynor@gmail.com, or Rachael
Sulkers at rsulkers@esinc.cc
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The following is an excerpt from a press release issued April 16, 2014, by the
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission...

FWC recognizes wildlife scientist with Louise Ireland Humphrey
Achievement Award
Meeting today at the Florida Public Safety Institute near Tallahassee, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
(FWC) recognized wildlife scientist Joan Berish with the 2013 Louise Ireland Humphrey Achievement Award. Berish, who has
worked for the FWC more than 33 years and lives in Gainesville, has been at the forefront of work involving conserving and
managing gopher tortoises, a listed species in Florida. Berish’s work has benefited not only gopher tortoises but also a host of
other species that live in and are dependent on active gopher tortoise burrows to survive. She has authored or co-authored 33
publications on gopher tortoises and has written a chapter on tortoise biology and management for a book on North American
tortoises, which is scheduled for publication (John Hopkins Press) this summer.
“The Wildlife Foundation of Florida is proud of all FWC employees and their efforts on behalf of Florida’s fish and wildlife
resources. This year’s Louise Ireland Humphrey Achievement Award nominees were all deserving candidates,” said Ken
Haddad, chairman of the Wildlife Foundation of Florida and a former FWC executive director. “Joan Berish is an outstanding
wildlife scientist and her 33-plus-year career and commitment to conserving gopher tortoises and upland ecosystems reflects
a lifetime achievement.”
Since its inception, Berish has spearheaded and served on the Gopher Tortoise Council, a management team that involves
both wildlife scientists and laypeople who have a strong interest in gopher tortoise management. Berish and the council have
been instrumental in developing management guidelines, which today guide landowners, developers and others who
encounter tortoises on their property or wish to see the species prosper.

Congratulations, dear friend, from
your friends at GTC!
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GTC wishes to thank our 2013 Annual Meeting Sponsors!
Mosaic

Plum Creek

Carter Environmental Services

Cardno Entrix

Deseret Ranches

ERS

Hopping, Green and Sams

Providence

Environmental Services, Inc.

Turner Endangered Species Fund

CF Industries

Wildlands Conservation

SWCA Environmental Consultants
Commission

Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
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Newsletter of The Gopher Tortoise Council
Directory of 2014 Gopher Tortoise Council Officers,
Committee Chairs, and State Representatives
Please view the GTC website (below) for contact information

Return Address:
Joseph W. Jones Ecological Research Center
3988 Jones Center Drive
Newton GA 39870

Co-chairs
Rachael Sulkers
Jess Gonynor McGuire
Secretary
Connie Henderson
Membership Secretary
Will Knox
Treasurer
Don Stillwaugh

State Representatives

Newsletter Editor
Cyndi Gates

Jim Godwin

Website Manager
Jessica Gonynor McGuire

Deborah Burr

Alabama

Florida

Georgia
Standing Committee Chairs

Jen Howze

Nominating Committee
Lora Smith (Acting)

Louisiana
Keri Landry

Public Information and Education Committee
Currently Vacant
Upland Snake Conservation Committee
Jen Howze
Research Advisory Committee
Bob Herrington

Mississippi
Tom Mann
South Carolina
Brett Moule
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